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The Anchor Fish & Chips

Beautiful Trauma by P!nk

REVIEWED BY HD DOWNS

REVIEWED BY FARHA IBRAHIM

H

iddenin
Northeast
Minneapolis
lies one of the state's
best authentic Irish
restaurants, The Anchor
Fish & Chips. While
best known for their
fresh and battered
wild Alaskan cod and
hand cut "chips" (a.k.a
french fries), they
also serve shepherd's
pies and traditional
Irish breakfasts on the
weekends.
My partner and
I decided to visit the
Photo provided by, HD Downs
restaurant on a Friday
night around seven, so
we figured that there would be a wait. The wait was about twenty minutes, but
there was no room in the restaurant ( think: sardines in a can; not exaggerating),
so we walked around the neighborhood to pass the time.
We were finally seated at a table by the window. One thing to note about the
layout of this restaurant is that you kind of get to know your neighbors, as most
of the tables are quite close together.
I ordered the classic fish and chips and opted to get the tartar sauce for
50 cents more while he went for the "helicopter burger," a burger with Irish
cheddar, a thick cut slice of ham, tomato, and a fried egg on top. We waited
roughly another twenty minutes for the food to arrive, but it was worth every
minute. I wouldn't consider myself someone who loves seafood, but it's a very
different story when it happens to be battered, fried, and dipped in homemade
tartar sauce. The fish was soft like butter and flaked apart effortlessly, melting
in your mouth. The chips were cut traditionally thick and seasoned with just
sprinkled coarse sea salt -- all that they really needed. While the burger was
also delicious, the fish and chips left my partner feeling jealous and wishing
he'd ordered the same thing.
Our server was attentive and sweet. Though there was still quite a wait
while we ate, she never rushed us and assured us to take our time. 1 would
recommend the Anchor to anyone that is looking to try something new or is
feeling homesick for Irish cuisine. For the quality of ingredients, the price
is very reasonable, my meal being just $12.50 before the tip.
Don't find yourself in northeast much? In the warmer months, you can
find The Anchor's food truck roaming the Twin Cities, ready to serve all
Final verdict: 5/5 swords. '!Im

P

op-rock singersongwriter P!nk
(Pink) has always
allowed herself to be
vulnerable and honest,
and it transcends in her
music. In her first album
in five years, Beautiful
Trauma, Pink did not fail
to deliver an empowering
album. With singles
"Revenge,""What about
Us?,""Barbies," and
"Whatever You Want,"
Pink shares her wisdom
and experiences with love
and adulthood.
"Revenge is sweet;
Photo taken from Google.
isn't it?" featuring
Eminem, the song takes you down the perspectives of men and women who
have committed adultery against one another. Pink and Eminem acknowledged
the pain from the betrayal. Instead of going through the hurt, it is much easier
to get revenge on their lover: "I wish I was a lawyer, I would sue you -- take your
dog, take your house, take your shoes, take your heart," Pink; Eminem, "First
you turn your back on me. Then tell me that I stabbed you in it. "The surprising
aspect of this song is that although they are hurt, there is no rage in their voice.
"I don't want control. I want to let go" is a line in "What about Us?" that
discusses the difficulties in trying to navigate the world we live in. This song can
serve as an anthem to address the current political climate or the struggles in
a relationship. You will easily be moved by the soft, steady piano playing in the
background during the first and second verse as Pink asks questions that will
spark your own interpretation of the song.
"Oh, I wish I could go back to playing Barbies in my room." "Barbies"
brings an issue the younger generation face, transitioning into adulthood.
Sometimes the transition is so sudden that it is forgotten how simple times were
when they were younger.
There is a line in "Whatever You Want" that summarizes breakups: "You
said that I was your heart, baby. Trying to understand how a grown man goes on
without a body part."It is hard to try and breakup with someone who you built
a connection with and complete you. However, the premise of this song is that
somehow you will find a way back to each other.
There is not a single bad song on the album. One way or another, Pink always
seems to find a way to relate and connect with people through her music.
Staying true to herself, it is no surprise why her album is successful. '!Im

Artist Spotlight: Jennifer Her The Impact Of Art On One's Self

J

BY BROOKE STEIGAUF

ennifer Her,
a recent CSP
graduate, created
a body of work focusing
on self-discovery and the
process that it entails.
Like many, she struggled
to decipher what her
journey as an artist
and young adult was
asking of her. During

this time, she credits art
as her reliever of stress
and bringer of innerpeace. Concordia's own
H. Williams Teaching
Gallery was fortunate
enough to showcase the
results.
Her's series displays
a variety of graphite
drawings, photographs,

and two sculptures.
The gallery adopted an
atmosphere suited for
reflection and tranquility,
as the white walls
became decorated with
black and white images
of cloth, which appear
to be both textured and
quiet. One sculptural
piece hangs from the

ceiling with hundreds
of strings falling parallel
on their way to the
floor and tangling at
the bottom. She named
this piece "Rooted," as
it is a representation of
thoughts stemming from
one place and branching
into new, unexpected
ideas. This piece, like

all the artworks in her
show, is a self-portrait.
As Her explored the
questions of identity, she
came to reali7.e herself
as an evolving person,
one who expands as she
grows.
Her began as a
graphite artist who
once focused on

using stylization and
naturalism to create
both cartoons and
realistic drawings.
After taking a figure
drawing class, Her
says she gained a
new appreciation
for abstraction and
the mentality that
it requires.:"! never
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